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Barolo Le Vigne 2015
Barolo

ESTATE
Sandrone’s wines are sometimes described as straddling the modern and traditional styles in the 
region: elegant, attractive and easy to appreciate right from their fi rst years in bottle, but with no 
less power and structure than traditional Barolos.

WINE
Le Vigne is a wine created from four diff erent Nebbiolo vineyards, each of which brings its own 
contribution. This union generates an exceptionally complex wine that is round and harmonious 
on the palate, with fruity and spicy notes, and this approach of blending together plots is in fact 
the traditional one in Barolo.

VINEYARD
The fi rst vineyard, Vignane, is situated in the historical part of the Barolo appellation and shares 
many characteristics with Cannubi. The Merli vineyard is located in Novello, which produces wines 
that are earthy and robust but with good aromatic complexity. The third vineyard, Baudana in 
Serralunga d’Alba, gives the wine additional depth and richness. As of 2011, Le Vigne also includes 
fruit from Villero, a newly acquired vineyard in Castiglione Falletto.
Grape Variety: 100% Nebbiolo

WINEMAKING
Fermentation: Each vineyard is vinifi ed separately, and after destemming and light crushing, 
the must is covered with CO2 for a gentle warm maceration of approximately a day. Alcoholic 
fermentation begins about 24-36 hours later from native yeasts. A gentle maceration takes place 
in upright open-top steel tanks for the fi rst 7-18 days of alcoholic fermentation. Immediately after 
alcoholic fermentation, which takes about 28 days, malolactic fermentation takes place in 500-liter 
French oak casks. 
Aging: The wine is aged in these casks (25% new) for 24 months.

VINTAGE
The year 2015 was characterized by a period of extraordinary heat, followed by a milder period that 
allowed the perfect maturation of the grapes, giving the wines generosity, balance and harmony.
Seven weeks of extreme heat from the last week of June to August 14 were ended by a series of 
strong storms that rapidly brought cooler temperatures for the near-perfect maturation during the 
last 10 weeks of vegetative cycle.

97 JAMES SUCKLING
“A tight and focused Le Vigne with strawberry, orange-peel and fl oral aromas and hints of hazelnuts.”


